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Abstract
We use two-dimensional Poissonian random lattices of Voronoi/
Delaunay type to study the eect of quenched coordination number
randomness on the nature of the phase transition in the eight-state
Potts model, which is of rst order on regular lattices. >From extensive
Monte Carlo simulations we obtain strong evidence that the phase
transition remains rst order for this type of quenched randomness.
Our result is in striking contrast to a recent Monte Carlo study of
quenched bond randomness for which the order of the phase transition
changes from rst to second order.
PACS numbers: 05.50.+q, 75.10.Hk, 64.60.Cn
1 Introduction
For systems exhibiting a continuous phase transition in the pure case it is
well known that the inuence of quenched random disorder can modify the
critical behaviour, leading to new universality classes or even eliminating
the phase transition altogether [1]. Also for systems undergoing a rst-
order phase transition the eect can be very dramatic. Phenomenological
renormalization-group arguments suggest that the addition of quenched ran-
domness can smoothen the transition completely and induce instead a con-
tinuous phase transition [2]. For a certain type of quenched bond-disorder
in the two-dimensional q-state Potts model with q = 8 this prediction has
recently been conrmed by extensive Monte Carlo simulations [3]. While the
pure model is exactly known to exhibit a quite strong rst-order phase tran-
sition [4], the simulations with quenched bond-disorder gave clear evidence
for a continuous phase transition. From careful nite-size scaling analyses
the phase transition was identied to belong to the Ising model universality
class.
In this note we report Monte Carlo simulations of the same model sub-
ject to a dierent kind of quenched disorder. Instead of using a square lattice
with uniform coordination number (= 4) and drawing the coupling strengths
randomly from two dierent values as in Ref.[3], we consider Poissonian ran-
dom lattices where the coordination numbers vary locally between 3 and 1
and the coupling strengths are uniform. The random lattices are constructed
according to the Voronoi/Delaunay prescription [5] for toroidal topology, i.e.,
with periodic boundary conditions.
2 Model and simulation
We used the standard denition of the q-state Potts model,
Z
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 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;E =  
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hiji


i

j
;
i
= 1; : : : ; q; (1)
where  = J=k
B
T is the inverse temperature in natural units, and hiji de-
notes the nearest-neighbor bonds of random lattices with V = 250, 500, 750,
1000, 2000, and 3000 sites. For each lattice size we generated 20 indepen-
dent replica and performed long simulations of the 8-state model near the
1
transition point at
^
 = 0:826, 0.830, 0.830, 0.830, 0.832, and 0.833, respec-
tively, using the single-cluster update algorithm [6]. After thermalization we
recorded 1 000 000 measurements (taken after 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 4 clusters had been
ipped) of the energy E and the magnetizationM = (qmaxfn
i
g V )=(q 1)
in a time-series le, where n
i
 V denotes the number of spins of \orienta-
tion" i = 1; : : : ; q in one lattice conguration. Obviously it is sucient to
store the integers V=q  maxfn
i
g  V . From this data it is straightforward
to compute all quantities of interest as a function of temperature by stan-
dard reweighting procedures [7]. The corresponding quantities per site are
denoted in the following by e = E=V and m = M=V .
More precisely we used reweighting to compute, e.g., the specic heat
C
(i)
() = 
2
V (he
2
i   hei
2
) for each replica labeled by the superindex (i), and
then performed the replica average C() = [C
(i)
()]  (1=20)
P
20
i
C
(i)
(),
denoted by the square brackets. To perform the replica average at the level
of the C
(i)
(and not at the level of energy moments) is motivated by the
general rule that quenched averages should be performed at the level of the
free energy and not the partition function [8]. Finally, we determined the
maximum, C
max
= C(
C
max
), for each lattice size and studied the nite-
size scaling (FSS) behaviour of C
max
and 
C
max
. The error bars on the two
quantities entering the FSS analysis are estimated by jack-kniving [9] over
the 20 replicas. This takes into account the statistical errors on the estimates
of each C
(i)
() as well as the uctuations among the dierent C
(i)
() caused
by the quenched randomness. The analysis of the magnetic susceptibility,
() = V ([hm
2
i   hmi
2
]) proceeds exactly along the same lines, yielding

max
and 

max
.
In the case of the (energetic) Binder parameter, usually dened on reg-
ular lattices as B() = 1   he
4
i=3he
2
i
2
, the proper denition of the replica
average is less clear to us. In order to study this problem we have therefore
computed the following three denitions which dier only by the replica aver-
aging procedure: B
1
() = 1  [he
4
i=3he
2
i
2
], B
2
() = 1  [he
4
i] =3 [he
2
i
2
], and
B
3
() = 1   [he
4
i] =3 [he
2
i]
2
. While in spin glass simulations [10] usually the
analogue of B
3
(with e replaced by the overlap) is used, for a random bond
Ising chain [11] a better scaling behaviour was observed for the analogue of
B
1
(with e replaced by m).
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3 Results
Already a rst qualitative inspection of our data gave a clear indication that
the rst-order nature of the phase transition on regular lattices (square, tri-
angular, : : : ) persists on quenched random lattices. To make this statement
more quantitative let us rst consider the FSS of the specic-heat and suscep-
tibility maxima. If the hypothesis of a rst-order phase transition is correct,
we expect for large system sizes an asymptotic FSS behaviour of the form
[12{14]
C
max
= a
C
+ b
C
V + : : : ; (2)
and

max
= a

+ b

V + : : : : (3)
Our data shown in Fig. 1 are clearly consistent with the Ansatz (2), (3). The
least-square ts yield a
C
= 23:3(2:0); b
C
= 0:0659(30), with a goodness-of-t
parameter Q = 0:16 (corresponding to a chi-square per degree of freedom of
1.7), and a

=  0:70(43); b

= 0:0629(13), with Q = 0:45.
In Fig. 2 we show the scaling of the Binder parameter minima which is
expected to be of the form
B
i;min
= a
B
i
+ b
B
i
=V + : : : : (4)
Since the data forB
1
and B
2
are almost indistinguishable, we have only shown
B
1
. Again the data conrms the hypothesis of a rst-order phase transition,
and from the ts we obtain a
B
1
= 0:6240(20), b
B
1
=  18:8(1:4), Q = 0:17,
a
B
2
= 0:6236(22), b
B
1
=  18:5(1:4), Q = 0:47, and a
B
3
= 0:61125(68),
b
B
3
=  16:45(71), Q = 0:55. Notice the much higher accuracy of B
3
.
The locations of the extrema of C(), (), and B
i
() dene pseudo-
transition points which, at a rst-order phase transition, should scale ac-
cording to

C
max
= 
0
+ c
C
=V + : : : ; (5)
etc., where 
0
is the innite volume transition point. Our data and the
corresponding ts through all data points are shown in Fig. 3. The resulting
estimates for 
0
are 0:83360(14) from C
max
(Q = 0:51), 0:83365(14) from

max
(Q = 0:47), and 0:83362(13) from B
3;min
(Q = 0:23). On the scale
of Fig. 3 the data points for B
1;min
and B
2;min
could hardly be disentangled
from B
3;min
and are therefore omitted. The results for 
0
are 0:83371(14)
3
from B
1;min
(Q = 0:40) and 0:83350(13) from B
2;min
(Q = 0:25). Taking the
average of the dierent estimates we nally obtain

0
= 0:83362  0:00013: (6)
Notice that this value is very close to the exactly known transition point of
the 8-state Potts model on a triangular lattice (
triang:
0
= 0:85666 : : :) [4].
Finally we had a closer look at the replica uctuations. In Fig. 4(a)
we show the curves C
(i)
() for all 20 replica as well as the resulting replica
average C() = [C
(i)
()]. We see that all curves look very similar but are
displaced by a constant amount in . This is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) where
we plot the same data vs  
(i)
max
, where 
(i)
max
is the location of the specic-
heat maximum for the i'th replica. Here all curves fall almost on top of
each other and dene quite nicely a kind of master curve. This suggests
that the main eect of the randomness in the coordination numbers is to
dene a temperature reference point that is uctuating among the dierent
replica. This makes it plausible that coordination number randomness is not
suciently strong to change the nature of the phase transition.
4 Conclusions
Summarizing, we have obtained clear numerical evidence for a rst-order
phase transition in the 8-state Potts model on quenched random lattices of
Voronoi/Delaunay type. We can savely exclude the possibility of a cross-over
to a continuous transition as was observed for a certain type of quenched bond
randomness on square lattices [3].
In this brief note we have conned ourselves to FSS analyses of standard
observables. It would be interesting to extend the analysis to quantities that
are directly related to the probability distributions of the energy or mag-
netization, such as the interface tension and the \ratio-of-weight" denition
of pseudo-transition points (which gave very precise estimates for regular
square lattices) [14]. A quite elaborate study in this direction based on a
much larger set of 128 replica will be published elsewhere [15].
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Figure 1: Finite-size scaling of specic-heat and susceptibility maxima.
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Figure 2: Finite-size scaling of Binder-parameter minima.
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Figure 3: Finite-size scaling of pseudo-transition points.
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Figure 4: (a) The specic heat C
(i)
for each of the 20 replica as a function
of inverse temperature, and the replica average C = [C
(i)
] (marked by lled
circles).
(b) The same data plotted vs    
(i)
max
, where 
(i)
max
denotes the maximum
location for the i'th replica. This shows that the main eect of the randomness
in the coordination numbers can be parametrized by a random temperature
oset.
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